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Abstract:

Covid 19’s various variants have been ravaging and affecting our everyday lives for

almost 2 years now. I personally got Covid in December of 2020, afterward speaking with peers

on their experiences, I heard a lot regarding the lack of smell and taste in the direct period while

affected with the virus. There were some where the effects were much longer lasting. Therefore

in this study I wanted to see if Covid 19 in a group of high school students at various age ranges

could identify smells and tastes of Cinnamon, Citrus, and Coffee. I’ve also always been curious

and wanted to see between smells and tastes which are harder to identify. I prepared 3 candies in

small plastic containers and 1 by 1 gave my subjects each with their eyes closed. As they tasted

each one they would enter into an anonymous digital survey what they believed the candy flavor

to be. This was followed similarly with smells. The survey also collected vaccination status, age,

hardest scent/taste to identify, and how long ago they were vaccinated. My results showed that

between olfactory and gustatory, olfactory was harder to identify as it had 38 incorrect answers

compared to the 25 of tastes. Surprisingly going against my initial hypothesis, the previous

Covid contractment did not have a big effect on proper identification. 33.9% of the people in my

study have previously had covid and yet other than cinnamon candy, the percentage of people

who incorrectly identified who had Covid was less than the overall 33.9% each time.

Introduction:

Covid 19 is embedded in our society today. Not a day goes by that I do not feel some

effect of it. There are so many long term effects of Covid and the vaccine that we still do not

fully understand. Research has been conducted to gain knowledge on the symptoms. In a

previous study conducted by a group of scientists in the UK (Watson, et al) they asked in a



survey if the people have noticed a drop in smell and how it has affected their life and

relationships. From data like this and experiences that have been shared with me I wanted to take

it a step further beyond being subjective but see if they can actually not identify certain scents.

Parosmia is the long term smell loss caused from covid. Therefore in this experiment the

objective was to see if Covid 19 in a sample directly related to incorrect answers. Furthermore,

the objective was to see in the general population of children ages 13-18 is the olfactory or

gustatory sense better at identification. My hypothesis was that Covid would have a lasting effect

and smell would more difficult to properly identify.

Question:

How will a person who has previously tested positive for Covid 19 compare to a person

who has not previously tested positive for Covid in the ability to identify the smell of coffee,

cinnamon and citrus along with the taste of orange, cinnamon, and coffee in a candy and of the

two senses which will they have a harder time identifying?

Hypothesis:

If people who have previously tested positive for COVID 19 are exposed to different

olfactory and gustatory senses then they will have a harder time identifying the smells/tastes

compared to people who have never contracted Covid 19 and the smells specifically will be more

difficult because a possible symptom of covid is parosmia and parageusia and taste combines

both the smell and taste compared to smell which is based solely on the nose.

Variables:



Control: People who have never had Covid 19

Dependent Variable(s): People with varying Covid 19 backgrounds

Independent Variable(s): Types of candies and scents, coffee, cinnamon, and citrus

Materials:

● Cinnamon Sticks

● Lemon Febreze Spray

● Folgers Coffee

● Orange Slices Candy

● Cinnamon Candy Disks

● Coffee Flavored Candy

● Survey about Covid Exposure/Vaccination

Procedure:

1. Gather coffee, cinnamon and citrus smells

2. Gather coffee, cinnamon, and oranges candies

3. Present to people age 13-18 with various covid and vaccination background

4. Send Survey to participants

5. Have participants fill out generic information

6. Expose them to the 3 tastes 1 by 1 starting with orange, cinnamon, then coffee and ask

them what they are to answer in survey.

7. Expose them to the 3 scents 1 by 1 going cinnamon, lemon spray, coffee and ask them to

fill out corresponding identification question.



8. Record Data

9. Compare results to see if taste or smell is harder to recognize.

Results:

Students who had previously tested positive for Covid 19 did not average a higher

number of wrong identification answers compared to those who had never contracted Covid. I

surveyed 55 people age 13-18 and of those there were 59 total incorrect answers across the 6

tests. Of those there were 7 incorrect identifications on the orange candy with two of them

previously having Covid, 14 on the cinnamon candy with 5 Covid, and 4 on the coffee candy

with 1 Covid. Regarding scents there were 30 incorrect on the cinnamon sticks with 8 Covid, 14

on the lemon febreze with 4 Covid, and 4 on the coffee grounds with 1 Covid. There were also

25 answers for the lemon febreze that did not specify lemon/citrus but instead only soap which I

did not count as a wrong answer. The largest group of people who answered they had Covid got

it within the past year with 8 out of 19 followed by 1 year plus and in the past 6 months with 4

each. Rounding it out 3 tested positive in the last three months. 71.4% of students tested

responded that they are vaccinated. 62.5% reported receiving the Pfizer with only 8.9 %

receiving Moderna or being partially vaccinated.  I asked a similar question for vaccination

timeline of the 39 subjects, 25.6% were vaccinated within the past year, 51.3% in the past 6

months, 20.5% in the last 3 months, and 2.6% over a year ago. To close out the survey each

participant answered which taste and smell were the hardest. 33.9% reported the orange candy

was the most difficult, 25% the cinnamon candy, and 33.9% the coffee candy. 46.4% reported the

cinnamon sticks scent was the most difficult, 50% the lemon febreze, and 3.6% reported the

coffee grounds.







Conclusion/Discussion:

My results did not support my hypothesis in the area of past Covid 19 positive subjects

having a more difficult time identifying both smells and tastes of cinnamon, coffee, and citrus.

Out of the people who got wrong answers the 6 percentages of them who have had Covid are all

less than 33.9% (percentage of study with covid). The data did however support my hypothesis

that smells would be harder than tastes to identify as there were a combined 38 incorrect smells

compared to 25 incorrect tastes. In my survey I also took vaccination data to compare and have

further results to identify. One point I found fascinating was out of my 56 subjects only 16 were

unvaccinated. Some limitations I faced was keeping the subjects eyes closed so it was purely the

one sense being tested and making sure others around them did not here there answers. Due to it

being done in classrooms I could not keep the environment exactly the same for each student.

The plastic cups were very helpful in separating the different candies and helping keep the order.

I believe the overall the claims are fairly accurate in smell vs taste because I kept the three types

consistent in both and even though smells went second it had less correct answers. In regards to



the vaccine data I am satisfied with the addition it because it adds a different layer to my data

compared to only the main identifications. I gathered that out of the 17 subjects that were

unvaccinated 7 had covid which makes 12 out of 39 out of the vaccinated subjects had been

exposed to covid in the past. It is a relatively small sample size and if I were to look into similar

research I would want more people to participate with more tests. I did some prior research when

deciding on cinnamon, coffee, and citrus, but I know there are many possibilities I could utilize

for other advantageous reasons along with a sharper focus on the vaccinations coinciding with

the identifications.
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